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War, Russia had done Bismarck the great service of main*
taming an attitude of benevolent neutrality and of tending
to restrain Austria from joining France and seeking re-
vanche for Sadowa. The long months during the siege of
Paris were for Bismarck a critical and difficult period, and
Russia might, if she had chosen, have greatly embarrassed
him. Bismarck therefore at once frankly recognized the
service which Russia had done hhn in 1870-1871 by assent-
ing to the Tsar's abrogation of the humiliating Black Sea
Clauses, imposed on Russia after the Crimean War. A still
stronger bond between the two countries was the close per-
sonal tie between old Emperor William and his nephew,
Alexander II, a tie which was renewed by the visit which the
Tsar paid to Berlin in the month following the signature of
peace between Germany and France.
With Austria, Bismarck was especially anxious to es-
tablish firm and friendly relations. Having accomplished
his purpose of establishing German unity under Prussian
leadership, he believed that the natural relation of the two
countries which contained such large German elements and
which for centuries had formed part of the same Holy
Roman Empire should be one of friendship. After Sadowa
he had purposely refrained from humiliating Austria fur-
ther by annexing Austrian territory or by allowing the vic-
torious German army to enter the Austrian capital He
had also maintained close relations with the powerful
Magyar elements in Hungary who had used Prussian vic-
tories to secure for themselves from Francis Joseph the
favorable constitutional Compromise of 1867. Austria, on
her part, was ready to recognize 1866 as a /oft accompli and
to give up any hope of changing the arrangements which
Bismarck had established. Accordingly, Bismarck was able
to bring about friendly personal meetings between Emperor
William and Francis Joseph in the summer of 1871 on
Austrian soil. In November, 1871, the good relations be-

